KTH Relocation’s Guest house Matsällskapet
Main entrance: Bockholmsvägen 1, 170 78 Solna
Key boxes: Himlabacken 4B, 170 78 Solna
Room 1-10 is using the entrance at Himlabacken 5

For visiting researchers staying from one week to four months, we can offer accommodation at
Matsällskapet. This a guesthouse located only two stops away on the subway from KTH’s main
campus. It offers private rooms with private bathrooms and either access to a shared kitchen (with a
stove, no oven) or a small kitchenette in your room.

Getting to Matsällskapet:
From the airport:
Take either the train Arlanda Express or the bus Flygbussarna to the main train station, T-centralen.
From there, you will first need to get an SL ticket (for all public transportation in Stockholm) at a
convenience store such as 7-11 or Pressbyrån. With your ticket, take the subway (tunnelbana) toward
Mörby Centrum. Get off at Bergshamra Station, and take the exit toward Stocksund Torp. Turn left
after you come out of the station and continue on Gamla Vägen. Bus 540 also leaves from the station
and stops at Sfären. Follow the signs to Bockholmen/Sfären. Continue under the underpass, and you
will see the building on the left, Bockholmsvägen 1. Go through the doors and take the elevator to
floor 5. Follow the signs to Matsällskapet.

Bergshamra tunnelbana station

Himlabacken 4B

Bockholmsvägen 1

For more instructions on how to get to Matsällskapet on public transport, see: http://sl.se/en

More information about Matsällskapet:

KTH Relocation, Personnel Dept. Brinellvägen 8, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden, +46(0)8 790 88 80, relocation@kth.se

Internet
Rates

There is internet access in all the rooms.

For periods shorter than 7 nights we charge 750 SEK/night plus 12% VAT. For periods of
7 nights to up to two months we charge 425 SEK/night plus 12% VAT. Matsällskapet has
a limited number of rooms for two people. We cannot guarantee requests for a
particular room.
Common kitchen
The guest kitchen can be used to store food and cook simpler meals. There are
microwaves and a stove provided. Please clean up after yourself.
Laundry
A key to the laundry room is obtained at the Matsällskapet office during office hours
for a cash deposit of 500 SEK. The deposit is refundable when you return the key.
Groceries/Shops
There is a small shop in the building where Matsällskapet is, Närlivs Sfären.
The closest bigger grocery store is ICA Bergshamra, at the subway station, Bergshamra.
ICA at Mörby Centrum and Hemköp at Mörby Centrum has much better options of
groceries/goods. Mörby Centrum is only one station away with the subway.
Cleaning
Your room will be cleaned once a week and the linens changed.
Checking-in
Specific instructions on how to check in will be sent to you in a confirmation e-mail.
It is very important instructions are followed, especially for after-hours check-in.
Invoices
KTH will send an invoice to you during or after your stay. There will be instructions
on how to pay by credit card, if you want to. Matsällskapet’s office cannot take
your payment.
Cancellations
You need to give us two weeks’ notice if you wish to move out early. We will charge
you for those two weeks, regardless of when you move out. You need to let us
know two weeks before your arrival if you wish to cancel your booking. If it is a
shorter than two weeks, we will charge for the amount of nights in your
reservation that fall in that two-week period.

Matsällskapet is not to be considered as a hotel since it doesn’t provide 24/7 services, a
conventional front desk or any of the additional service as you might find at a hotel.
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Some photos of Matsällskapet:

Matsällskapet is on the 5th floor of the Sfären building
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Guestroom at Matsällskapet

Private bathrooms in all rooms

Guestroom
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Common kitchen area with access to microwave ovens, no oven is available
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Small, private kitchenette available in some rooms

Small store located in Sfären building
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ICA is at the Bergshamra tunnelbana exit, a 10 minute walk from Matsällskapet, or short bus ride on
the 540 bus.
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